SUMMARY OF GAS ASSESSMENT UPDATES 2022

This document describes the main updates that have been made to the 'Gas Assessments' as a result of new qualifications being made available, technical standard changes and the ACS Criteria published by EU Skills.

TECHNICAL UPDATES

The following documents have had the technical changes summarised included and should be implemented with immediate effect.

PRACTICALISA ASSESSMENTS:

ISA 1

The existing PAW Questions (Supplementary 2021) and associated model answers have been replaced by PAW Questions (Supplementary 2022). These include an additional question on the use of non-combustible materials installed through the exterior wall of a high risk residential building (HRRB).

ASSESSMENT PACKS (GAS SAFE REGISTER ALIGNMENT)

6189 ASSESSMENT PACKS (GSR ALIGNMENT):

These have been updated to Version 6.0 to reflect the technical and editorial changes outlined in this update that are applicable to the 6189 Scheme.

9074 ASSESSMENT PACKS (GSR ALIGNMENT):

These have been updated to Version 5.0 to reflect the technical and editorial changes outlined in this update that are applicable to the 9074 Scheme.

9189 ASSESSMENT PACKS (GSR ALIGNMENT):

These have been updated to Version 4.0 to reflect the technical and editorial changes outlined in this update that are applicable to the 9189 Scheme.

END OF UPDATE